FFL Series LED Flood Light

Installation Sheet

ACFLSF SLIPFITTER MOUNT FOR 2” DIA. POLE
Includes: FFL50, FFL100, FFL150, FFL200

CAUTION: PLEASE FOLLOW THIS INSTRUCTION MANUAL CAREFULLY TO
PREVENT ANY INJURIES OR COMPLICATIONS THAT MAY ARISE.
WARNING: Before installing or maintaining the luminary, make sure all powers are
TURNED OFF.
Verify that supply voltage is correct by comparing it with the label information on all
ﬁxtures.
Make all connections in accordance with the NEC requirements, and make sure all
luminaries are properly secured to prevent any wire complications. This luminary is
to always be installed with the lens facing down and its not to exceed the maximum
ambient temperature rating noted on the speciﬁcation sheet.
STANDARD INSTALLATION STEPS
PART NO.

1) Loosen the [2]
M8-1.25 Hex Head
Bolts from the ACFLSF
Slipﬁtter Mount. Align
the Slipﬁtter to the FFL
Handle and fasten the
two pieces together
using the [2] Hex Head
Bolts and washers.

IMAGE

DESCRIPTION

QTY

ACFLSF

Slipﬁtter Mount, Slip-ﬁs over a 2” pole or
tenon (2.375” O.D.)

1

10-00046

M8-1.25 x 15mm Hexhead Machine Bolt

4

10-00047

Waterproof Cable Gland

1

10-00040

Washer for M8-1.25 Bolt

2

2) Once the Slipﬁtter is
properly secured onto
the FFL Fixture, one
can place the slipﬁtter
on top of a 2” diameter
round pole and run the
Power Cable from the
driver to the inside of
the pole to allow it to be
powered with an AC
Power Supply Cable.
Follow the wiring
diagram.

2) After properly
securing the FFL to the
pole with the Slipﬁtter,
Use a wrench to remove the
bolt located on the arc of
holes on the side of the FFL.
Once the Bolts have been
removed from both sides of
the FFL, the ﬁxture will be
able to rotate. Adjust the tilt
on the luminaire to the
desired angle. Refasten the
bolts to a location that will
lock the position desired.
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